Introduction {#S0001}
============

Pharmacogenomics (PGx), the highlight of the National Institutes of Health's Precision Medicine Initiative (PMI), has the potential to immediately impact the care of patients in a clinically meaningful fashion. The PMI aims to understand how patient-specific factors, including genetics, can help clinicians determine the best approach to prevent or treat disease in an individual patient. With over 90% of individuals having actionable genetic findings that could be used by clinicians to inform on the choice of medication prescribed, this area of genomic medicine could have a significant positive impact on healthcare, potentially affecting every patient.[@CIT0001]--[@CIT0003]

Over the past few decades, significant research has led to the identification of a large number of PGx variants with demonstrated clinical utility. These variants have been incorporated into US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) labeling for medications and into consensus guidelines to facilitate their clinical use.[@CIT0004]--[@CIT0007] Ideally, selecting therapies based in part on the genetic profile of individual patients could make it possible to alleviate or avoid adverse drug reactions, maximize drug efficacy, improve the overall patient experience, and reduce health care costs. However, the incorporation of PGx into clinical practice has been slow, and challenges have been identified by several programs and institutions that have explored different options for implementing PGx into clinical workflows.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006],[@CIT0008] However, these efforts have also revealed some useful strategies to improve future implementation projects.

The aim of this review is to describe the most relevant concepts driving PGx implementation ([Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}), grouping them into discrete categories to better understand potential challenges and opportunities ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Pharmacogenomics Implementation Challenges And OpportunitiesProgramChallengesOpportunitiesPharmacogenomics ResearchLimited research focused on candidate gene studiesHigh test costStudies limited to certain ethnic groupsSequencing- include common and rare variantsDecreasing cost of testingIncluding diverse populationsAdvancing computational platformsMulti-omics approachIntegrating Pharmacogenomics into Clinical WorkflowReport formatting issuesLack of interface delivering structured reportsLack of standardization in reporting among various labsClinical Decision Support (CDS) toolsSelecting laboratory partner for structured delivery of resultsEfforts to increase standardizationPharmacogenomics Testing and TerminologyAdvancing testing technology outdating current resultsFalse negatives when variant not tested- limited standardizationNew genes with clinical impact identifiedProfessional societies are developing guidelines and resourcesProficiency testing available through College of American Pathologists and others to support consistency across testing platformsCollaboration between laboratory and clinical practice regarding changes and updatesTest Selection and Clinical ImpactChoosing appropriate testDirect-to-consumer testsReimbursementFDA package labelsEvidence based studies, demonstrating economic valuePharmacogenomics Knowledge and EducationGaps in PGx knowledgeFast-paced changing terminology and new clinical evidencePGx education in medical and pharmacy school curriculumNational continuing education opportunities in the form of certificate programs etc. Figure 1Concepts driving pharmacogenomics implementation into everyday healthcare.**Abbreviation:** PGx, Pharmacogenomics.

Pharmacogenomics Research {#S0001-S2001}
-------------------------

### Basic Research {#S0001-S2001-S3001}

Identification and functional characterization of the genetic variation that influences medication efficacy or predisposes to adverse reactions is an active area of research. These findings are the foundation upon which clinical studies that generate evidence supporting the use of PGx in clinical care are built.[@CIT0004]

Historically, most studies have utilized a candidate gene approach, where variants in genes encoding drug metabolizing enzymes, transporters, and drug targets were evaluated for relationships with drug response.[@CIT0009] Later, tools for performing genome-wide association studies became more accessible, allowing researchers to explore variants across the genome and to discover variants in genes not previously known to be related to the safety or efficacy of a medication. After identification of gene(s) of therapeutic interest via either candidate gene studies or genome-wide approaches, research to date has been focused primarily on individual variants within the coding regions of these genes and, in particular, amino acid changes within these regions. However, there are known examples of splicing variants and promoter variants that alter transcription and are associated with medication response as well.[@CIT0010]--[@CIT0012] Future studies exploring non-coding regions in greater depth may lead to identification of additional sources of genetic variation and strengthen associations between specific genes and medication response.

Augmented human intelligence (AHI) is emerging as a strategy that may identify additional genes and pathways that influence pharmacotherapy. Many medications are metabolized through complex pathways, yet studies have traditionally been limited by current knowledge of genes encoding components of these pathways and have been difficult to perform due to the large sample sizes required and inability to account for the potentially additive nature of small changes across many components within a complex pathway. While the use of genome-wide association study (GWAS) has allowed for an unbiased approach to the identification of additional novel variants/genes that could be incorporated into studies, this technique does not allow for identification of smaller signals with an additive effect. AHI approaches coupled with large datasets may allow for the evaluation of multiple variables simultaneously, including both genetic and non-genetic, to identify novel genes/variants and patterns where multiple variables may act in an additive manner. As such, AHI may significantly drive the field of pharmacogenomics forward.

As genes and variants are identified, experimental evidence is necessary to determine the functional consequence and relevance of each variant in order to translate that information to the clinic. However, functional genomic studies are labor-intensive making it impractical to study every identified variant with traditional techniques.[@CIT0009],[@CIT0013]--[@CIT0016] Computational methods to predict the effect of changes in amino acids have been developed, but are not yet sufficiently reliable for clinical use.[@CIT0017] High-throughput methodologies are being developed and will be necessary to generate the data required for clinical translation.[@CIT0018]--[@CIT0021]

### Clinical Research {#S0001-S2001-S3002}

After the initial identification of a potentially important variant of a gene, subsequent clinical studies including large sample sizes and patients of diverse ethnic backgrounds are necessary to replicate the findings. Due to the expense of sequencing, historically a targeted genotyping approach has been used. Many historic studies focused on relatively small, Caucasian (European-descent) populations with limited inclusion of ethnic minorities. Therefore, common variants that may have a significant impact on medication response or toxicity in other populations were not included in the design of subsequent studies. This may lead to conflicting results in studies evaluating the relationship between genetic variation and drug response, particularly when studies include subjects from different ethnic backgrounds.[@CIT0022] Even among well-studied populations, rare variants have not been the focus of many studies. However, with decreasing costs of sequencing allowing for studies with larger numbers of participants common variants in non-Caucasian populations and rare variants in all populations are now being identified.[@CIT0023]--[@CIT0026]

Even with robust research findings, clinical translation of basic research findings remains a challenge. For example, despite the growing body of research characterizing PGx variants with clinical value ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}) and leading to curation of over 650 medications in PharmGKB, there are currently only approximately 132 medications that have annotated clinical guidelines.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0027] These clinical annotations are based on works published by professional societies such as the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC), the Royal Dutch Association for the Advancement of Pharmacy - Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG), the Canadian Pharmacogenomics Network for Drug Safety (CPNDS). Establishing the clinical relevance of PGx variants is challenging due to the multitude of other confounding factors that can impact medication response including age, sex, lifestyle, diet, drug-drug interactions, the microbiome, and epigenetic changes influencing gene expression. Incorporation of these other factors into study design, or at a minimum reporting information on subgroups for use in subsequent meta-analyses, may clarify findings and facilitate translation into clinical use.Table 2Commonly Tested Pharmacogenes And Their Association With Published Guidelines For Clinical ImplementationPharmacogenes With Associated Guidelines^a^Pharmacogenes Without Associated Guidelines*CYP2B6*\
*CYP2C9ADRA2A*\
*ANKK1CYP2C19CYP1A2CYP2D6CYP2C8CYP3A5CYP3A4DPYDCOMTG6PDDRD2HLA-AGRIK4HLA-BHTR2AIFNL3HTR2CNUDT15MTHFRSLCO1B1NAT2TPMTOPRM1UGT1A1SLC6A4VKORC1UGT2B15*[^1]

While randomized trials are typically considered the gold standard for confirming the clinical relevance of a variant, it is not feasible to perform a randomized trial for each variant that may impact medication response, especially considering that, as of this writing, PharmGKB included 21,693 variant annotations. More recently, pragmatic and observational studies have been conducted to assess the impact of individual PGx variants on clinical outcomes.[@CIT0028] Pragmatic studies reflect the utility of testing for a variant in a real-world setting and may be more generalizable than randomized controlled studies. Large scale studies involving many patients have historically been rare but are becoming more widely available.[@CIT0003],[@CIT0029]

Ultimately, PGx is predicted to evolve from purely interrogating genetic variants to guide therapeutic decisions to a "multi-omic" approach where other information, including metabolomics and proteomics, will also be incorporated into clinical decision making.[@CIT0009] Recent advancements in computational techniques including artificial intelligence may facilitate the integration of these large datasets. This may improve our understanding of the mechanism of action of medications and how specific variants and/or genes lead to differences in efficacy or toxicity, as well as potentially allow for novel relationships between medications and pathways to be discovered.

### Research Opportunities And Recommendations {#S0001-S2001-S3003}

Ongoing research is essential to continue to advance the field of PGx and to generate the necessary data to allow for its widespread clinical implementation. Increased funding is needed to allow for studies that include a wider breadth of variants and medications. While targeted genotyping approaches are generally less expensive, using sequencing-based approaches will identify both common and rare variants that can influence PGx phenotypes. Furthermore, inclusion of diverse populations will lead to identification of important variants in non-Caucasian populations. These variants can then be studied further to uncover and explain differences in medication response among populations. Advanced computational platforms and artificial intelligence tools are emerging and they will be crucial to advance PGx research. These tools may support more sophisticated in silico assessment of variants, perhaps obviating the need for costly and time-consuming functional genomic studies of each variant. In addition they may allow for combinations of variants in several genes in the same pathway to be studied together.[@CIT0030],[@CIT0031] Although these tools currently may have limitations, they show promise.

Integrating Pharmacogenomics Into Clinical Workflows {#S0001-S2002}
----------------------------------------------------

All clinical workflows are now highly integrated with the electronic health record (EHR). This shift has increased the availability of tools that enable better delivery of data and knowledge to clinicians during clinical encounters. However, PGx test results and the knowledge needed to interpret such data for direct patient care are complex and still poorly standardized requiring the use of clinical decision support (CDS) tools integrated in the EHR and clinical workflows.[@CIT0032] Yet, EHR vendors have not developed the necessary applications that can achieve this integration seamlessly. Significant challenges have been identified including the format of the PGx test results, lack of standards, interfaces with the laboratories, storage of the PGx data in EHR and integration with CDS.[@CIT0033]

In the United States, many laboratories have adopted a reporting style that includes medication recommendations in addition to genotypes and phenotypes. However, the format provided by many laboratories often does not include discrete fields and therefore does not facilitate direct migration into the EHR. PGx test results are often only provided in PDF format and must then be scanned into the EHR. These formatting issues, combined with the lack of a unique repository within the EHR for storing these data, present a barrier to their clinical use, as the awareness of available PGx test results may be limited solely to the provider who ordered the test, and therefore not drawn upon for future patient encounters with other clinicians. Similarly, in a PDF format, medication recommendations are not updated as new knowledge emerges and the test results are not compatible with automated CDS functionality, which is necessary for providing point-of-care guidance regarding clinically actionable test results. Similarly, the lack of a standardized process for reporting test results from different laboratories makes their translation, interpretation and integration into workflows difficult. The optimal process for receiving PGx data on individual patients involves an interface that directly delivers structured PGx results into the EHR for reliable, automated entry into discrete fields. This can be costly to develop and requires significant information technology (IT) resources. These structured data are essential for the implementation of CDS which is an essential component for a successful implementation.[@CIT0034] To circumvent the use of PDF reports and to allow for CDS functionality, some clinics have taken to manual entry of test results. However, this is not ideal due to the time and resources required and the obvious potential for data entry errors. Further, clinicians require training and corresponding educational resources on any system that is implemented, and the institution must secure resources to support the ongoing maintenance and upkeep of PGx data and related processes within the EHR either by an internal team or an external vendor. Lastly, while patients are enthusiastic about clinicians using their PGx test results to dictate clinical care, as of now, test results are not readily transferable between institutions within the US due to limitations in EHR interoperability.

A somewhat unique approach to delivering PGx information that may overcome some of the challenges of EHR interoperability leverages a paper-based, scannable quick response (QR) code.[@CIT0035] The Ubiquitous Pharmacogenomics (UPGx) Consortium is promoting and evaluating the "Safety-Code card", with a QR code to access patient's PGx test results online. This unique approach is geared towards health care systems without access to results and tools in the EHR and represents a step toward to portability of PGx results.[@CIT0036] The potential downside to this approach is that the patient must remember to share their "Safety-Code card" with their provider who in turn must know how to use it.

To work toward overcoming the aforementioned challenges related to data migration and integration, a new era of PGx implementation initiatives is creating a broader understanding of techniques that can be used to incorporate genomic medicine into clinical workflows and is paving the way for more aligned generation and sharing of knowledge.[@CIT0037] The Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) Network,[@CIT0038] Vanderbilt Pharmacogenomic Resource for Enhanced Decisions in Care and Treatment (PREDICT) program,[@CIT0039] Mayo Clinic RIGHT study[@CIT0040],[@CIT0041] in the US, and the U-PGx Preemptive Pharmacogenomic Testing for Preventing Adverse Drug Reactions (PREPARE) study in Europe are examples of academic programs conducting preemptive sequence-based PGx testing on a research basis. These programs are also evaluating clinical return of results to patients and their EHR using scannable QR code and/or CDS tools for both preemptive and reactive PGx testing to promote the use of PGx information at the point-of-care.[@CIT0033] The results of these and other ongoing efforts continue to build on each other, leading to better and more optimal methods for implementing PGx.

### Clinical Workflow Opportunities And Recommendations {#S0001-S2002-S3001}

To effectively integrate PGx into clinical workflows requires institutional-level support and investment of resources. If a CDS approach is selected, as is often the case in the US, identifying appropriate IT resources and creating teams in-house who can build-out and support customized CDS capabilities for PGx-based alerts to meet the needs of the local practice is ideal. However, due to the resources required to build these systems, purchasing ready-made CDS tools may be a better option for some institutions. Careful research into the functionality and compatibility of available products is recommended to ensure integration with existing systems and to avoid the need to change products in the future. Another opportunity that gained popularity due to the work of U-PGx is the Safety-Code card that resolves the issue of portability of results across institutions as well circumvents challenges with integration into the electronic health record. The utilization of a QR code with PGx test information that can be accessed using a mobile phone is a strategy that perhaps the hospitals in the US can implement based on the demonstrated success by UPGx.[@CIT0036]

Research and clinical implementation efforts that include placing PGx test results in the EHR are necessary to evaluate health outcomes and potential cost-savings associated with PGx-driven prescribing.[@CIT0042] The evidence from these evaluations is needed to encourage reimbursement from private health insurance and inclusion of PGx testing in government health programs. Selecting a laboratory partner with the capability to automatically populate results in discrete fields within the EHR and that effectively communicates in advance any changes to testing that may require updates to CDS systems is highly recommended. Working with a single laboratory, or just a small number of laboratories if necessary, is also recommended due to the current variability in available tests and result formats. Efforts to increase standardization are currently underway within the PGx clinical laboratory community and, if successful, represent an opportunity to further simplify and increase PGx adoption.

Pharmacogenomics Testing And Terminology {#S0001-S2003}
----------------------------------------

### Testing Technology {#S0001-S2003-S3001}

Advances in genetic testing technology have allowed for clinical PGx laboratories to transition from performing expensive tests focused on a single gene to more affordable multiplexed panel tests that include many genes. This is an important advancement in that it allows for the possibility of preemptive testing, particularly in cases where the patient does not yet need medication but would like to have PGx data available for consultation during future clinic visits.

While the majority of clinically available tests today utilize a targeted genotyping-based approach, where only pre-defined genetic variants are included and reported, as the cost of sequencing continues to decline, clinical testing will likely transition to sequencing-based approaches. This has several implications. First, this implies that future improvements in testing technology are expected; indicating that patients who desire to undergo preemptive testing with today's targeted genotyping-based tests should not expect to be able to use their test results indefinitely and may require additional testing in the future. Second, it is important for providers to recognize that only the variants included in the test design can be detected and reported. At present, most laboratories include the most common variants identified in the Caucasian population in a given gene, but there is significant variability in whether and which additional variants are included.[@CIT0043],[@CIT0044] Conventionally, when no genetic variants are detected, a result of \*1/\*1 and "normal metabolizer" is reported. Therefore, if a test does not include a variant that is common in a particular population, more false negative (\*1/\*1) results will be reported, whereas a test that is designed to include that common variant will detect and report it.

While techniques have been developed for the targeted genotyping of complex loci, such as *CYP2D6* and the HLA region, new tools will be required to handle highly homologous and highly polymorphic regions as laboratories transition to sequencing. Currently, most clinical grade high-throughput sequencing utilizes short-read next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology. In this case, algorithms and/or special techniques may be a useful solution to interrogate these complex loci.[@CIT0045]--[@CIT0047] Alternatively, several platforms are available that can produce long reads of several kilobases, which have been successfully used for these loci.Historically, PGx testing has been performed by individual laboratories with little concern for standardization, in part because testing was initially limited to a small number of laboratories with expertise in this area and in part because testing was not widespread, and data portability issues had not been raised. Now that PGx is becoming more mainstream, there is a desire to standardize testing to allow for consistency in implementation and triggering of CDS alerts across clinics as well as consistency in the generation and utilization of guidelines for clinical care, regardless of where the genetic testing was performed. These standards will also help improve data portability and the transfer of patient data from one clinic to the next to allow for a more consistent and seamless patient care experience. Underscoring the need for standardization, Bousman and Dunlop performed a study examining the degree of concordance in test result interpretation among four commercial PGx panels for psychiatry in a cohort of five patients.[@CIT0048] The tests evaluated each provided medication recommendations in addition to genotype and phenotype results. The level of agreement among these four panels with respect to medication recommendations ranged from 55% for antipsychotics to 84% for mood stabilizers, leading the investigators to conclude that these tests cannot be considered equivalent or interchangeable at this time.

### Ongoing Standardization Efforts {#S0001-S2003-S3002}

Several organizations and institutions have already made significant progress in standardization, developing the tools and recommendations necessary to ensure high quality, standardized testing. The Pharmacogenomics Working Group of the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) Clinical Practice Committee along with the College of American Pathologists (CAP) recently published recommendations for clinical cytochrome P450 (CYP) *2C19* and *CYP2C9* genotyping allele selection in an effort to standardize the tests performed.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0049] In these publications, two "tiers" of alleles were recommended. A minimum panel of alleles that should be included in tests (tier 1) was selected because: 1) they were present at an appreciable minor allele frequency in a population, 2) they had a known functional impact on enzyme function and, 3) there were available reference materials related to the allele. An expanded set of alleles (tier 2) included those that did not meet all three of the above criteria. This work should aid both the clinical laboratories designing tests, as well as assist providers in selecting the most appropriate tests for their patients. Guidance for other genes is also needed and being created.

In addition to the AMP/CAP standardization efforts previously mentioned, the Pharmacogene Variation Consortium (PharmVar)[@CIT0050] has recently been organized by PGx experts and clinicians to continue the cataloguing of allelic variation of PGx genes and haplotype structure, an undertaking historically managed by the Karolinska Institute.[@CIT0051] This includes curating the star allele nomenclature for CYP genes and other PGx genes, which is now used almost exclusively to relay patient genotypes on PGx test reports. Furthermore, the Genetic Testing Reference Materials Coordination Program (GeT-RM), a Center for Disease Control (CDC) project, has been tasked with establishing a community process for creating reference materials, quality control measures, and proficiency testing that can be used by PGx laboratories developing tests and as control data.[@CIT0028],[@CIT0052],[@CIT0053] Laboratories are also now able to subscribe to proficiency testing programs through the College of American Pathologists and other vendors to ensure accuracy in test reporting, which may subsequently result in enhanced consistency across testing platforms.[@CIT0054]

### Challenges In Standardization {#S0001-S2003-S3003}

While many of these standardization efforts currently underway will serve to harmonize and align clinical PGx testing and outputs to some degree, challenges still exist that may prevent PGx testing from ever becoming fully standardized to the same degree as other analytical tests. First, when laboratories transition from targeted genotyping to sequencing, many rare or private variants will be identified adding additional challenges ([Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}). A previous study estimated that 30-40% of functional variability in pharmacogenes may be due to rare variants.[@CIT0023] The current star allele nomenclature system would require a new specific name to identify that allele. This would be possible in the research setting, where reporting is not as time-sensitive, but is not ideal in a clinical setting, where reporting a patient result cannot wait for assignment of a new allele name. While the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics/Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP) criteria for variant classification are widely used in clinical hereditary genetics practice, they are not designed for use with PGx.[@CIT0055] While in silico prediction tools have improved, they are still not considered sufficient for clinical classification of variants on their own; therefore, in the absence of functional studies for rare variants, many may be classified as variants of uncertain significance and lead to ambiguity in phenotype prediction. In addition, professional judgement is required for variant interpretation, so despite all attempts at standardization, differences in clinical opinion may still exist. Lastly, as PGx research continues, there will also be new genes identified that impact medication response. Developing a new test for clinical use takes time, and differences exist among laboratories with regard to the amount of time required to implement a new test following initial gene discovery. Additionally, the same challenges in standardization of nomenclature and interpretation will likely be present every time a new gene is implemented.Figure 2Challenges related to rare variants and associated with detection, classification, and reporting.**Abbreviations:** ACMG, American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics; AMP, Association for Molecular Pathology; HGVS, Human Genome Variation Society.

### Laboratory Testing Opportunities And Recommendations {#S0001-S2003-S3004}

Clinical PGx testing technologies will continue to advance, and the PGx community will need to continue to work toward aligning testing practices and nomenclature across laboratories to ensure high quality testing and consistent interpretation of results. To this end, efforts to better standardize testing of well-established PGx genes would likely have the greatest yield and could positively influence how future genes and variants are incorporated into testing panels. Due to their wide reach and accessibility, repositories and programs like PharmVar and GeT-RM should be leveraged to further align the field.

At an institutional level, close collaboration and frequent communication between members of an institution's multidisciplinary PGx team will be required to maintain consistency across testing and reporting procedures. The active engagement of a laboratory director experienced in collaborating with multidisciplinary PGx teams is also highly beneficial. While support of an internal laboratory directory may not always be available for smaller programs that do not perform in-house testing, these sites can still collaborate with a reputable PGx testing laboratory that has the expertise needed to assist clients in PGx implementation. Lastly, where possible, clinics may benefit from investing in novel platforms and support tools that can interact directly with the EHR to deliver and interpret PGx results. This would further enhance consistency within individual clinics and would help remove some of the nuance in testing and reporting that arises due to human intervention in PGx workflows.

Test Selection And Clinical Impact {#S0001-S2004}
----------------------------------

### Test Utilization And Selection {#S0001-S2004-S3001}

One ongoing challenge related to PGx testing in the clinic stems from the lack of universal acceptance of its utility on the part of clinicians and third-party payers, despite considerable evidence in the form of clinical studies and published PGx guidelines. In addition, inclusion of pharmacogenomic information in the Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC) or package inserts is often not consistent among countries, may lag behind the literature and not align with published guidelines, and the recommendations included in published guidelines may not be harmonized among different organizations. For example, despite FDA-approved labeling warning that *CYP2C19* poor metabolizers have a diminished effect of clopidogrel when used during percutaneous coronary interventions in the setting of acute coronary syndrome, the use of PGx testing for *CYP2C19* in clinical practice in the United States is still limited. The American Heart Association guidelines do not recommend routine *CYP2C19* testing prior to initiating therapy with clopidogrel. The lack of sufficient prospective trials demonstrating patient benefit related to a reduction in undesirable outcomes has been quoted as a barrier to recommend routine testing.[@CIT0056] In contrast to the American Heart Association, theDPWG and CPIC agree that the use of clopidogrel is contraindicated for *CYP2C19* poor metabolizers. However, the DPWG includes dipyridamole as an additional alternative to prasugrel and ticagrelor in the case of a percutaneous coronary intervention when there are no other contraindications, whereas CPIC does not classify recommendations by specific indication and lists only ticagrelor and prasugrel as alternatives.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0057]

With the growing number of PGx tests on the market in the US, once a clinician has decided a patient would benefit from testing the next hurdle is knowing which test to choose. It can be difficult for providers, especially those who are not familiar with PGx testing, to select the most appropriate test for their patients. Providers often do not have a good understanding of the differences that exist between laboratories and the tests offered and their potential limitations.[@CIT0032] In fact, most clinicians report the same unfamiliarity with PGx testing and available testing options as they do with genomic technologies in general. In a survey of 300 clinicians in the United States, of whom 60% were primary care physicians, 80% indicated that they had not ordered a PGx test in the past year. When asked why they had not, the most common answer, reported by nearly 70% of physicians polled, was "not knowing what test to order".[@CIT0058]

Clinicians who care for patients of ethnic minorities must be careful to select a test that includes the alleles relevant in that population. Different alleles may be more common in non-Caucasian populations but are not necessarily included in today's targeted genotyping-based clinical tests. If an inappropriate test is used with a limited allele selection, important variants may be missed, resulting in an incorrect phenotype prediction. As such, misclassification of PGx phenotypes may disproportionately affect ethnic minority patients. The potential clinical significance of using currently available PGx panels in predicting response to drugs and toxicity for individual ethnic minority patients is unknown, particularly for those groups that have not been included in research studies. Additional research on the prevalence of variants across different populations and incorporation of these variants into standardized testing protocols are necessary to make PGx-based medicine available and useful to all patients.

### Pharmacogenomics Testing Reimbursement {#S0001-S2004-S3002}

Reimbursement of PGx testing is not yet common and poses one of the greatest barriers to large scale clinical implementation, one that may not be overcome until significantly more evidence of clinical utility is available. A handful of studies have demonstrated significant cost savings when PGx testing is used prior to the administration of medications to treat conditions such as depression. However, building robust studies that can demonstrate the economic value and utility of PGx testing is challenging and therefore there are limited economic data available.[@CIT0059] In addition, based on the principles of genetics and allelic distribution, payers must consider the prevalence of any given allele within a population and the PGx phenotype that corresponds with that allele. Consequently, payers may be hesitant to reimburse testing given the odds that a patient has an allele that is predicted to affect either safety or efficacy. More recently in the United States, the United Health Group, one of the major third-party payers has reported coverage of psychiatric PGx panel testing based on some pre-requisite criteria.[@CIT0060] In Europe specifically the U-PGx project was funded by the European Commission to conduct preemptive PGx testing to make this information available for all European citizens in this consortia.[@CIT0036] Statistically speaking, the number of patients with intermediate phenotypes belonging to any given health plan is likely to be much higher than an extreme PGx phenotype (ultra-rapid or poor). However, because the majority of research to date has focused on the more extreme phenotypes, and not intermediate phenotypes, significant evidence in support of testing to ameliorate more severe outcomes is more likely to exist and can be used to support reimbursement.

The decreased cost of PGx testing has led to broader patient acceptance of out-of-pocket payment. The combination of more affordable testing and increased patient awareness has made PGx testing a consumer-driven initiative, thereby challenging providers to integrate it into their clinical practice. At the same time, several national agencies like CPIC,[@CIT0005] PharmGKB[@CIT0004] are working on strategies to reach out to payers for PGx reimbursement while recognizing existent barriers.[@CIT0061]

### Consumer-Initiated Testing {#S0001-S2004-S3003}

Due to the recent influx in direct-to-consumer and consumer-initiated PGx testing, patients now have the ability to select their own genetic tests and access their genetic information without necessarily involving a healthcare provider in the process. However, the clinical utility of such tools is yet to be determined. For example, while recently approving one such direct-to-consumer test for commercial use, the FDA also indicated that the test results must be confirmed clinically prior to use.[@CIT0062] Shortly thereafter, the FDA also issued a safety warning to providers and consumers alike about PGx tests that are making health-related claims that are not supported by evidence. As discussed previously, while evidence is mounting, most studies showing the efficacy of clinical PGx testing are limited to either non-randomized open-label trials or a few small randomized trials, and the relevance and utility of these studies is still unclear; similarly, there is still a dearth of studies examining the efficacy of direct-to-consumer PGx testing as well.[@CIT0063],[@CIT0064]

### Test Selection Opportunities And Recommendations {#S0001-S2004-S3004}

Due to rapid advances in testing technologies, the number of available options for PGx testing in the clinic is only expected to increase in the future. However, because of the known gaps in clinician education and knowledge regarding PGx testing, it is not surprising that determining which test to order for which patient is a significant barrier to the more widespread adoption of PGx-based medicine. This further underscores the need for more targeted clinician education, not just on the foundational science of PGx and its translation and clinical application, but the very practical knowledge of understanding the menu of tests currently available, the panel of genes assayed by each, and potential limitations of currently available testing options. It is also important to implement clinical tools into workflows that are able to provide information to clinicians on appropriate testing options at the point of care. Similarly, the increase in direct-to-consumer marketing of PGx testing has generated a lot of interest in the patient community. This interest and excitement should be leveraged and seen as an opportunity to also educate patients on how PGx may positively impact their care.

Even as the number of PGx-trained clinicians increases, reimbursement may still present a barrier to more widespread adoption of testing in the clinic. However, several opportunities present themselves. The demand by third-party payers for economic evidence to support PGx testing will potentially lead to the design and conduct of large cohort studies that will not only provide data on economic outcomes but can also be leveraged to gain additional clinical insights into the utility of testing for certain alleles in larger populations than may have been studied previously. Additionally, as integration of PGx in the clinic is expected to improve individual patient outcomes, the opportunity to thoroughly examine the utility of currently-supported healthcare models may present itself, which will likely lead to further reductions in healthcare costs while increasing the overall quality of care.

Pharmacogenomics Knowledge And Education {#S0001-S2005}
----------------------------------------

One of the most significant barriers to implementing PGx into clinical workflows is related to the knowledge of clinicians regarding all steps of the process, from the potential impact of PGx-based medicine on patient outcomes to knowing which test to prescribe to understanding how to use the results of testing once obtained. For example, in one study, 65% of primary care physicians agreed or strongly agreed that PGx is or will be a useful tool to predict the likelihood of a therapy's effectiveness or to reduce adverse events, and over half believed that they should be able to provide information to a patient about available PGx tests.[@CIT0065] Yet, only 13% of these prescribers felt sufficiently informed to use PGx test results to guide their prescribing. Similarly, assessments of PGx knowledge in inpatient and outpatient pharmacists following targeted PGx education also revealed that overall retention of information is minimal.[@CIT0066] In addition, it is still unknown what specific skill sets are needed by each care team member in order to discuss a patient's PGx testing results.[@CIT0067] These reported knowledge and confidence gaps create an imperative to ensure healthcare teams are adequately prepared to support a healthcare model where prescribing is based on the results of PGx testing.

The challenge with PGx education is two-fold. The first challenge is related to educating currently practicing members of the healthcare team for whom the rate of adoption and level of comfort with ordering and interpreting PGx test results remains low.[@CIT0068]--[@CIT0070] Practicing healthcare providers face several barriers to acquiring PGx knowledge, which include lack of dedicated time, complicated jargon, and frequently changing evidence and guidelines. The second challenge is integrating PGx education into standard curricula across medical disciplines in order to prepare future practitioners. Already, the pharmacy education curriculum has included PGx as one of its required core competencies.[@CIT0071] However, this is not yet the case across all medical disciplines. Further, traditional didactic teaching methods may not be sufficient to adequately inform students about PGx. At institutions that have included PGx as part of their medical education programs, learners have reported difficulties translating the information into clinical practice.[@CIT0072]

The use of traditional education approaches for PGx learning is also complicated by the continually evolving nature of PGx. Rapidly expanding PGx knowledge derived from basic and clinical research is published in primary literature sources and is slowly translated into tertiary literature such as textbooks, which therefore become quickly outdated. Changing the traditional didactic approach to PGx education into a more adaptable, evolving, opportune and easily accessible format is paramount to the successful delivery of PGx education to both students and practicing clinicians. Not surprisingly, readily available, online educational resources that provide information on interpreting test results and providing medication recommendations have been identified as preferred resources.[@CIT0058]

Limited standardization across testing laboratories with regard to terminology, the format used to report results, and the specific genes and alleles tested in a given panel continues to make PGx education a challenge. National and international organizations like the CPIC,[@CIT0005] the Dutch Pharmacogenomics Working Group (DPWG),[@CIT0073] and the Canadian Pharmacogenomics Network for Drug Safety,[@CIT0074] are addressing this concern by creating recommendations and guidelines, which increase standardization and provide an excellent resource to supplement educational efforts. PharmGKB, facilitates identification of and access to relevant publications, and assigns a level of evidence for the associations between genes and medications that can serve as a quick reference to clinicians prior to reading the primary literature.[@CIT0027] The PharmGKB website also contains additional helpful tools, such as haplotype tables and IT resources.[@CIT0050],[@CIT0075]

Another positive step toward educating clinicians is the FDA's approach of including data on PGx biomarkers directly in the labeling of over 250 currently-approved medications, increasing the accessibility of this information. However, most clinicians have had limited experience navigating product labeling and not all biomarkers included in the labeling are directly actionable in the clinic. This further highlights the need for a stronger educational foundation in PGx for clinicians prior to encountering it in their daily practice.

### Education Opportunities And Recommendations {#S0001-S2005-S3001}

The current challenges related to PGx education present an opportunity to better prepare healthcare teams of the future. To this end, integration of PGx education into medical, pharmacy, and nursing training programs should be strongly encouraged to ensure each of these future providers has a foundation in basic PGx knowledge and understands how to apply this information to clinical decision making. In addition, increasing the number of pharmacy residency programs focused on PGx, as well as more widely integrating PGx pharmacists into healthcare teams, could help ensure an adequate clinical workforce with expertise in PGx to facilitate its widespread adoption in the future. A good example for leveraging pharmacists to initiate PGx into clinical practice has been show by Bank et al Netherlands has a nation-wide fully integrated CDS along with guidelines from DPWG and a pharmacist lead approach to PGx has shown to be feasible and had an 18% rate of adoption in primary care. [@CIT0076]

While addressing the knowledge gaps for current practitioners with busy clinical schedules is more challenging, several online PGx certificate programs are currently available for those who seek them out. Due to time constraints and competing priorities, integration of PGx into traditional continuing medical education offerings as well as short online educational modules may make this education more accessible and practical. While adoption of PGx guidelines by traditional medical societies has been slow, other national organizations are working to gain acceptance of PGx-based medicine and to disseminate existing guidelines through the typical channels where providers receive information. Finally, large implementation studies may lead to increased provider exposure to PGx, and with this exposure, an increased experience and level of comfort in using PGx information in daily clinical practice is anticipated.

Final Remarks {#S0002}
=============

For PGx to have the greatest impact on patient outcomes, it must be fully integrated into clinical practice and not merely a tool used as needed by certain clinicians and only when conditions allow. Developing infrastructure tools and systems to support the storage, standardization, display, and translation of test results in a consumable format and over time is key but still not sufficient without adequate education and continued training of current and future clinicians. While these systems can highlight, important PGx information in real-time, provider intervention and clinical judgement will still be required to customize the interpretation of the test results to individual patient scenarios. All the challenges presented here are highly interrelated and will not be overcome by individual institutions alone. PGx testing laboratories, national health organizations, medical associations, and academic institutions must collaborate to address these highlighted barriers and, in doing so, promote a more widespread and aligned integration of PGx into clinical practice.
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[^1]: **Notes:** ^a^Guidelines available at [<https://www.pharmgkb.org/guidelineAnnotations>]{.ul} and published by the Clinical Pharmacogenetics Implementation Consortium (CPIC), the Royal Dutch Association for the Advancement of Pharmacy - Pharmacogenetics Working Group (DPWG) and the Canadian Pharmacogenomics Network for Drug Safety (CPNDS).
